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Subject: Korea-origin chars and glyphs in G and J columns of ISO_IEC_10646_2020_CD_Amd2.3
Date: 2023.12.16.
Authors: KIM Kyongsok; SHIN Sanghyun
Related documents: 
  - IRG N2549_KRResp1 Changing glyphs and IDSs of 97 KR Hanja chars containing ‘叱 (U+53F1)
  - WG2 N5186-Request to change glyphs of 63 K-source Hanja chars in UCS.pdf
  - WG2 N5221-Request for 36422 Horizontal Extensions in the J-column for JMJ sources.pdf
  - SC2 N4876 (ISO_IEC_10646_2020_CD_Amd2.3 voting)

1. Background

1.1 KR's request: dagger (‘匕’, U+5315) -> seven (七, U+4E03) [IRG N2549_KRResp1, WG2 N5186]

  - KR requested that the component dagger (‘匕’, U+5315) in 63 Korea-origin Hanja chars in UCS 
be changed to seven (七, U+4E03). (See IRG N2549KRResp1.pdf, WG2 N5186-Request to change 
glyphs of 63 K-source Hanja chars in UCS.pdf) on 2022-10-19.

  - The complete list of screen shots of the 66 chars (63 chars in CJK main ~ ExtG, 3 chars in CJK 
ExtH (formerly, WS2021)) is shown in Appendix 1.

  - A Korea-origin Hanja char is a Hanja char coined in Korea. Some Korea-origin Hanja chars are 
used for expressing Korean syllable (sound) or changing the reading of Hanja chars.

1.2 JP's request of a horizontal extension of 36422 JMJ chars [WG2 N5221] 

  - Japan requested a horizontal extension of 36422 JMJ chars to UCS (see WG2N5221-Request for 
36422 Horizontal Extensions in the J-column for JMJ sources.pdf) on 2023-04-24. These chars came 
from MOJI-JOHO-KIBAN IDEOGRAPHS-2018.

2. Issues to be discussed in this document

  Three issues will be discussed below. The first two issues are closely related.

  1) 13 G glyphs containing a dagger/seven component (匕, U+5315; 七, U+4E03)
    - possibly changing a dagger (‘匕’, U+5315) -> seven (七, U+4E03) in 13 G (GK, GE) glyphs

  2) 31 J (JMJ) glyphs containing a dagger/seven component (匕, U+5315; 七, U+4E03)
    - possibly changing a dagger (‘匕’, U+5315) -> seven (七, U+4E03) in 31 J (JMJ) glyphs

  3) Some JMJ glyphs containing components 乙 (bird, U+4E59),  (Hangul syllable-final IEUNG, 
U+11BC), or  (Hangul syllable-final KIYEOK, U+11A8)

    - Real usage of some JMJ glyphs which seem based on or related with Korea-origin chars?
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2.1 13 (Thirteen) G glyphs containing a dagger component (匕, U+5315; 七, U+4E03)

  - KR requested that the component dagger (‘匕’, U+5315) in 63 Korea-origin Hanja chars in UCS 
be changed to seven (七, U+4E03). (See IRG N2549KRResp1.pdf, WG2 N5186).

  - Among the 63 chars shown in IRG N2549KRResp1, each of the following 13 Hanja chars has only 
two glyphs in UCS:2020/ed. 6: K and G glyphs. 

    U+517A, 5391, 54DB, 551C, 551F, 55B8, 55ED, 591E, 5DFC, 5EE4, 65D5, 83BB, 848A 

- A screen shot of U+517A is shown below as an example.
  (The complete list of screen shots of the 13 chars is in Appendix 1.1.)

    

    Note. There are five KP glyphs among the 13 chars. However, since the KP glyphs were not 
submitted by DPRK NB, KP glyphs are not taken into consideration in this discussion.

  - Among the 13 G glyphs, the source of the 12 G glyphs is GK, which is "GB12052-89 Korean 
Character Coded Character Set for Information Interchange". The source for the G glyph of U+551C 
is GE, GB16500-95.

  - The set of these 13 chars is actually a subset of "92 Korean 'Idu' characters" as mentioned in 
the clause 27.1 of the first edition of UCS:2003.

  (the first edition)

    (the sixth edition)

  - 'Idu' is a set of Korea-origin Hanja chars coined in Korea for special purposes (For details, see 
IRG N2549KRResp1).

  - Considering that the source of these G chars (i.e., GK) and the 13 chars are 'Idu', we can 
conclude that the 13 G glyphs are Korea-origin Hanja chars.

  - Therefore, KR suggests that China NB consult with the Korean experts in China to see if it is 
better to modify the component dagger (‘匕’, U+5315) in the 13 chars to seven (七, U+4E03).

  - KR suggests that this issue be discussed by IRG experts at the next IRG meeting.
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2.2 31 (Thirty-one) JMJ glyphs containing dagger/seven component (匕, U+5315; 七, U+4E03)

  - Japan requested a horizontal extension of 36422 JMJ chars to UCS (see WG2N5221-Request for 
36422 Horizontal Extensions in the J-column for JMJ sources.pdf). These chars came from 
MOJI-JOHO-KIBAN IDEOGRAPHS-2018.

  - Among them, each of the 31 JMJ chars (listed below) in UCS (CJK main and CJK ExtA) currently 
has a Korea-origin glyph where the component dagger (‘匕’, U+5315) was changed to seven (七, 
U+4E03).

  CJK main (11 chars): U+517A, 54DB, 551C, 551F, 55B8, 55ED, 5DFC, 5EE4, 65D5, 83BB, 848A
  CJK ExtA (20 chars): U+357E, 358B-358E, 3599-359D, 35AF-35B0, 35B2-35B3, 35DF-35E1, 35EF, 
360F, 3612

  - U+517A is shown below as an example.

    

  (For the screen shots of all the 31 chars, see Appendices 1.1 (CJK main) and 1.2 (CJK ExtA)).

  - 1) KR would like to see the actual usage of these 31 chars.
  - 2) If these 31 JMJ chars are based on or related with Korea-origin glyphs, KR suggests that 
Japan NB investigate the possibility of changing the component dagger (‘匕’, U+5315) in the 31 chars 
to seven (七, U+4E03).
  - 3) If these 31 JMJ chars are NOT based on or related with Korea-origin glyphs, K glyphs and J 
glyphs seem non-cognate. Therefore, it might be better NOT to make a horizontal extension; instead, 
we could consider the possibility of disunifying K glyphs and J glyphs and assigning separate code 
positions to J glyphs.

  - 4) KR will investigate this issue more carefully and, if necessary, will submit further comments.
  - 5) KR suggests that this issue be discussed by IRG experts at the next IRG meeting.

2.3 Some JMJ glyphs containing components 乙 (bird, U+4E59),  (Hangul syllable-final IEUNG, U+11BC), 
or  (Hangul syllable-final KIYEOK, U+11A8)

  - Among the 36422 JMJ chars proposed for a horizontal extension in the document WG2N5221, 
each of some JMJ chars (7 chars are shown as examples below) in UCS:2020 (ed. 6) currently has a 
Korea-origin glyph which includes components 乙 (bird, U+4E59),  (Hangul syllable-final IEUNG, 
U+11BC), or  (Hangul syllable-final KIYEOK, U+11A8).

  - Components 乙 (bird, U+4E59, reading = EUL),  (IEUNG, U+11BC), or  (KIYEOK, 11A8) in these 
seven Korea-origin glyphs represents the Korean syllable-final sound  (RIEUL, U+11AF),  (IEUNG, 
U+11BC), or  (KIYEOK, 11A8), respectively.
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  - 1) KR would like to see the actual usage of these 7 chars shown as examples above.
  - 2) KR wonders if Japan NB considers that these 7 JMJ chars are based on or related with 
Korea-origin glyphs.

  - 3) KR expects that there are more JMJ chars based on or related with the Korea-origin glyphs. 
Due to the time limit, KR could not find all such JMJ chars. 
  - 4) KR will investigate this issue more carefully and, if necessary, will submit further comments.

3. Conclusions

  - Comments from IRG experts are welcome, especially from China and Japan NBs.

* * *
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Appendix 1. K Hanja glyphs where the component dagger to be changed to seven

  - IRGN2549KRResp1.pdf
    WG2N5186-Request to change glyphs of 63 K-source Hanja chars in UCS.pdf
      

CJK block # Hanja glyphs changed
CJK main 13
CJK ExtA 20
CJK ExtC 3
CJK ExtF 11
CJK ExtG 16
CJK ExtH (= WS2017)           3
total (CJK mACFGH) 66

  The number of K glyphs in each block where the component dagger is changed to seven

Appendix 1.1 13 (Thirteen) K Hanja glyphs in CJK main block

  - left: UCS 6ed;                       right: 6ed CD Amd2.3
   (13 G glyphs; 0 J glyphs)                   (13 G glyphs; 11 J (JMJ) glyphs)
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Appendix 1.2 20 (Twenty) K Hanja glyphs in CJK ExtA block

  - left: UCS 6ed;        right: 6ed CD Amd2.3
    (0 J glyph)             (20 J (JMJ) glyphs)
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Appendix 1.3 33 K Hanja glyphs in CJK ExtC, ExtF, ExtG, and ExtH (<- WS2017)

  - In the 33 chars shown below, there is only a K glyph; neither G nor J (JMJ) glyphs.

a) 3 (Three) K Hanja glyphs in CJK ExtC block

    

b) 11 (Eleven) K Hanja glyphs in CJK ExtF block
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c) 16 (Sixteen) K Hanja glyphs in CJK ExtG block

d) 3 (Three) K Hanja glyphs in CJK ExtH block (<- WS2017)

    

* * *


